Word similarity computing is an important and fundamental task in the field of natural language processing. Most of word similarity methods perform well in synonyms, but not well between words whose similarity is vague. To overcome this problem, this paper proposes an approach of hybrid hierarchical structure computing Chinese word similarity to achieve fine-grained similarity results with HowNet 2008. The experimental results prove that the method has a better effect on computing similarity of synonyms and antonyms including nouns, verbs and adjectives. Besides, it performs stably on standard data provided by SemEval 2012.
Introduction
Word similarity computing plays an important role in various fields, such as Natural Language Understanding and Cognitive Science (Bunescu and Huang, 2010b; Mohler et al., 2011; Wang and Wan, 2011; ) . Moreover, it is a pivotal method in Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD).
Two main types of word similarity computing methods have been proposed. One is usually based on the thesaurus. The methods of this type utilize the structure of thesaurus (Liu and Li, 2002; Ge et al., 2010) with the advantages of preciseness and deep usage of word semantics, but a relatively complete semantic dictionary is required in order to ensure the presence of words in thesaurus. The other methods are based on large-scale corpora with some inevitable disadvantages, such as the frequent need of large-scale corpora, noise, low search efficiency etc. (Nakov and Hearst, 2008) . Therefore, it is fine to create a refined thesaurus with Internet resource or largescale corpora (Morita et al., 2011; Navigli and Ponzetto, 2010; Davidov and Rappoport, 2010) as an interim for computing word similarity.
WordNet is deemed to be very valuable thesaurus. Since Chinese that belongs to isolated language is different from English that belongs to inflected language and the complex Chinese grammar is highly ambiguous, computing Chinese words similarity is more difficult than English under the same lack of systematic resource. HowNet is also a valuable bilingual knowledge thesaurus organized by Zhongdong Dong.
HowNet uses a markup language called KDML to describe word's concept which facilitates computer processing (Li et al., 2012) . A different semantic of one word has a different DEF description. DEF is defined by a number of sememes and the descriptions of semantic relations between words. It is worth to mention that sememes are the most basic and the smallest units which cannot be easily divided (Liu and Li, 2002) , and they are extracted from about six thousands of Chinese characters (Dong and Dong, 2006 ). An example of one DEF of saleslady can be described as a tree-like structure (Figure 1 ). The details of description in HowNet can be accessed in the paper (Dong, 2002) .
In closely related works, Liu (2002) proposed an up-down algorithm on HowNet 2000 and achieved a good result. Li (2012) proposed an algorithm based on the hierarchic DEF description of words on HowNet 2002. In HowNet 2008, hierarchic DEF (Dong and Dong, 2002) definition is involved not only in words, but also in sememes. The algorithm proposed by Liu is useful, especially in example-based machine translation. The algorithm proposed by Li is detailedly experimented only in synonyms. The algorithm proposed in this paper fuses hierarchic DEF definition of sememe and hierarchic structure of sememe. It performs better and more stably both between the high similarity words namely synonyms and between the vague similarity words.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes our algorithm in detail. Section 3 presents the experimental results and comparison. In the last section, conclusions are put forward and future work is discussed.
Similarity Computing

DEF similarity computing
The hierarchy of DEF is introduced as a tree-like structure. Due to different relation on the edge of trees, computing DEF similarity, unlike conventional tree similarity is one of our core works.
The similarity between one pair of nodes in the same layer of tree comes from two types of similarity, namely the relation similarity from that of its children nodes and sememe similarity itself which is described later in detail in section 2.2. (Li, 2012) which are similar on morphology. When computing a pair of nodes similarity, such as root nodes, they are regarded as current calculating nodes (CN). Then both of CN themselves and the children nodes of CN are taken into consideration. CN (human) of saleslady has relations of hostof, domain, modify and none (no relation). With the same relations in CN (human) of conductor, we get the similarity of children nodes as one relation similarity of a pair of CN. In other words, the similarity of children nodes which have the same relation with their respective father nodes will be computed. If there is no match, the relation similarity is defaulted as small constant δ. Every pair of nodes should be calculated in DEF tree in the same layer as formula (1).
Where, N denotes N different kinds of relations, Sim rela_i (S 1 , S 2 ) denotes the i-th relation similarity which in fact expresses the children node similarity of the pair (S 1 , S 2 ), Sim s (S 1 , S 2 ) denotes sememe similarity, and β rela >=0, β s >=0, β rela +β s =1. Bottom-to-up algorithm will be used to recursively compute DEF similarity in order to achieve the root node similarity as the DEF similarity.
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The key point of DEF similarity computing method is not only taking the migration process of the nodes in the DEF tree into consideration (Li, 2012) , but also using the relation between children nodes and their respective father node. In this way, the structure information from the DEF tree can be fully exploited.
However, there are special sememe (Attribute Sememe and Secondary Feature Sememe) whose weights are so high that the similarity unreasonably increases. Therefore, the formula (2) derived from the formula (1) is used to compute node similarity with a penalty factor  .
Sememe similarity computing
The sememes are also described by DEF in HowNet2008. Therefore, sememe similarity (Sim s (S 1 , S 2 )) can be divided into two parts, namely structure similarity and DEF similarity.
Structure similarity between sememes
In related works, many features of tree, such as the distance, depth and the least common nodes (LCN) in tree, have been used. This paper uses formula (3) below to compute structure similarity of sememe similarity 
Where, depth(S 1 ) represents depth of S 1 in sememe tree, and dist(S 1 ,S 2 ) is the distance between S 1 and S 2 in sememe tree. It is clear that structure similarity of sememes increases with shorter distance between the sememes and a smaller difference in depth.
In the process of computing structure similarity, if there exists an antonym relation or converse relation between S 1 and S 2 , or so does the same relation in the path between S 1 and S 2 in sememe tree, mark a flag with "-". However, antonym relation and converse relation listed in HowNet document are too strict. Synonym Dictionary is used to extend antonym and converse relation.
DEF similarity between sememes
A special phenomenon exists in two aspects. On the one hand, in the process of computing DEF similarity, sememe similarity computing is needed. On the other hand, in the process of computing sememe similarity, DEF similarity computing is needed. This phenomenon brings about a cyclical calculation. In order to terminate infinite cyclical calculation, cyclical calculation will be processed only twice using formula (4) 
Word similarity computing
Formula (5) below will be used to compute similarity between words containing one or more DEF description by
1i is the i-th DEF of word W 1 , S 2j is the j-th DEF of word W 2 , "+" and "-" depend on the flag (section 2.2.1) of max DEF similarity. In formula (5), we choose maximum DEF similarity as word similarity by default.
Experiment and Comparison
General parameters in experiments derive from Liu's and Li's. The special parameters are optimized with greedy algorithm. Table 1 gives all the parameters of experiment.
Nouns and Verbs experiment
The result of our approach contrasted with Liu's and Li's is shown in Table 1 . Parameters of experiment the similarity between words, such as pair of "man" and "father" and pair of "pink" and "crimson", is unreasonable. Our algorithm performs as well as Li's in solving this problem. What's more, through adding flag to mark antonym relation, our algorithm performs better than Li on some pairs of words, such as "man" and "woman" with a flag "-" marking antonym.
Adjectives experiment
Li's algorithm and Liu's algorithm never take antonym relation into consideration. Jiang (2008) extends Liu's algorithm by using antonym relation. Table 3 shows that our result is much better than Jiang's result in many words. As we know, "beautiful" and "shifty-eyed" is strictly a pair of antonyms, and "shifty-eyed" is "ugly" but not vice versa. Table 3 . Comparison of adjectives
Synonyms experiment
In synonyms experiment, nearly 8000 pairs of words are randomly chosen as experimental data. The result (Figure 3) illustrates the effectiveness of our approach, since most of synonyms similarity is very high. Table 4 shows that our approach performs better than Li's in computing similarity of synonyms. Table 4 . Percentage of synonyms in different ranges
Antonyms experiment
Nearly 3000 pairs of antonyms are crawled from web resource for experiment. And the experimental results of antonyms come from two parts. One is the absolute value of antonyms experimental result denoting antonymous degree that is shown in Figure 4 , and the other one is the flag "-" (section 2.2.1) marking antonym. Table 5 shows the percent of antonym in different ranges of similarity. Table 6 shows the number of pairs of antonyms with flag "-" by our approach. The experimental results prove the high effectiveness of our approach of computing word similarity for most of antonyms similarity. However, it performs not very well in finding the flag "-" which marks antonym. With the development of HowNet, our approach will perform better.
Absolute similarity >0.9 >0.8 >0.7 50.02% 61.89% 68.70% Table 6 . Number of antonyms with flag "-"
SemEval experiment
The datasets of Evaluating Chinese Word Similarity task In SemEval 2012 is used as the experimental data, of which the values are normalized as [0, 1] . The experimental data (130 pair words) covers similarity ranging from 0 to 1. Experimental data are sequenced by their similarity from high to low. The result of experiments is shown in Figure 5 . Compared with Liu's method, the result shows that in the pairs of high similarity words, the difference of similarity is nearly 0.095. Besides, the largest difference is lower than 0.1. In Figure 5 , the low difference value (0.01) between the highest difference and lowest difference is verified that the approach proposed by this paper is effective and stable in different range of similarity. 
Conclusions and Future work
This paper proposes a new approach for computing word similarity between Chinese words using HowNet. The contribution can be concluded below. (1) Improve the accuracy of similarity by using EF description in sememe hierarchy; (2) substantiate that different kinds of sememe describe DEF in different weight; (3) use the Synonym Dictionary to alleviate strict limitations in antonym and converse relation.
Due to the importance of word context, in future, for documents, a method to choose suitable DEF for the word is necessary depending on context instead of maximum DEF similarity. Moreover, the alignment between sub-description of DEF is meaningful in computing semantic similarity. We will pay extra attention to sub-tree alignment. Based on these, we will optimize parameters for various applications.
